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Civil Appeal - Court of Appeal Act Sections 12(1) - Rule 24 Court of Appeal Rules - Failure 

to Give Full and Frank Disclosure on an Ex- Parte Application - Restraint Order - 

Material Non-Disclosure - Application for Joinder - Mutual Legal Assistance Treaty 

On 22 December 2020, the Appellant filed a Re-Re-Amended Notice of Appeal wherein the 4th 

Respondent was joined as a Party in this matter pursuant to leave granted by this Court. The 

Appellant is challenging the oral and written judgments of Justice Grant-Thompson (19 June & 23 

October, 2019 respectively), within which it was determined, inter alia: that the Restraint Order of 

20 June 2017 pertaining to funds in 2 named accounts located at the Royal Bank of Canada, 

Nassau, The Bahamas, be discharged and that the Appellant “had violated Articles 17, 19, 20, 21 

and 27 of the Constitution of The Bahamas as against Rudolph King and Celebrating Women 

International AND wherein damages for said Constitutional breaches and costs were awarded 

against the Applicant.” 

On 16 March 2021, the Third and Forth Respondents filed a Notice of Objection to the Appeal on 

numerous basis inter alia: that the Appellant, purport to appeal an order for costs and interlocutory 

orders made in Supreme Court without having either sought or obtained leave to appeal same. The 

Notice also gave indication that the respondent would raise allegations of non-disclosure by the 

Appellant of an inconsistency in material information during the ex-parte hearing for the 

application to add the Fourth Respondent as a party to the Appeal. 

Held: (1) the preliminary objections of the Fourth Respondents to the extent all the orders sought 

in the Notice of Appeal are to be severed is upheld, save for the claim that the order whereby it 

was determined that the Appellant had violated Articles 17, 19, 20, 21 and 27 of the Constitution 

of The Bahamas as against Rudolph King and Celebrating Women International AND wherein 

damages for said Constitutional breaches and costs were awarded against the Appellant.   

(2) The parties are to provide written submissions as to the appropriate order relative to the cost of 

this application on or before 24 June 2021. 

 

Salaman v Warner and Others [1891] 1 QB 734 considered 
Peace Holdings limited v First Caribbean International Bank (Bahamas) Ltd.  SCC App No.57 
of 2014 followed 

Junkanoo Estates Limited v UBS (Bahamas) Limited  [2017] UKPC 8 applied 
Blue Planet Group Limited v William Downie SCCiv App No.80 of 2018 followed 
Inverugie Investments Ltd. V Hackett (1995)1 WLR 713 considered 
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______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

J U D G M E N T  

 

Judgment delivered by the Honourable Mr. Justice Milton Evans, JA: 

1. The Appellant pursuant to leave granted by this Court filed a Re-amended Notice of Appeal 

on the 22nd December 2020 wherein the 4th Respondent was added as a Party. The aforesaid 

notice was in the following terms: 

“TAKE NOTICE that the Court of Appeal will be moved, so soon as 

Counsel can be heard, on behalf of the above named Appellant, the 

Attorney-General, on an Appeal from the Ruling of Her Ladyship 

Madam Justice Cheryl Grant-Thompson given on the 19th day of June, 

A.D., 2019 (“the Oral Ruling”) and subsequently Her Ladyship’s 

Written Ruling delivered on the 23rd day of October, A.D., 2019, 

whereby it was determined, inter alia, that the Restraint Order of 

Justice Grant-Thompson made on the 20th day of June, A.D., 2017 and 

filed on the 21st day of June, A.D., 2017 (“the Restraint Order”) 

whereby a restraint was placed on the funds in Account Numbers 

05135-2415420 and 05135-2415412 and any funds or interest accruing 

on all accounts in the name of or for the benefit of Jonathan Reid, David 

Valdez-Lopez, Anthony Albert Allens, Greg Harry Smith, Celebrating 

Women International and CWI International located at the Royal 

Bank of Canada Caribbean (“RBC Royal Bank”) 101 East Hill Street, 

P. O. Box N-7549, Nassau, The Bahamas, be discharged (“Discharged 

Restraint Order”); AND whereby it was further determined that the 

Appellant had violated Articles 17, 19, 20, 21 and 27 of the Constitution 

of The Bahamas as against Rudolph King and Celebrating Women 

International AND wherein damages for said Constitutional breaches 

and costs were awarded against the Applicant. 

AND THE APPELLANT SHALL SEEK THE FOLLOWING 

ORDERS:  

A. That the Order to discharge the Restraint Order within the Ruling 

be set aside and that this Honourable Court substitutes a ruling that 

the Restraint Order should be reinstituted relative to the funds in the 

amount of $1,510,697.12, previously held at the Royal Bank of Canada 

and now held at FirstCaribbean International Bank (Bahamas) 

Limited in Account V. A. Gomez & Co. or wherever said funds may be, 

pursuant to the MLAT Request;  
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B. That the Honourable Court’s finding of Constitutional violations 

against Celebrating Women International and Rudolph King, be 

quashed and set aside: 

 C. That all previous Order for costs against the Appellant be set aside; 

AND  

D. That the Respondents be made to pay the costs of this Appeal.  

AND TAKE FURTHER NOTICE that the  grounds of this appeal are 

that: 

1. The Learned Judge erred in law by taking into consideration issues 

that ought not to have been applied when considering the awarding of 

reasonable legal expenses and ordinary living expenses. Further, the 

Learned Judge failed to satisfy herself with any documentary evidence 

that would substantiate that these were actual costs and or legitimate 

expenses. 

2.  The Learned Judge erred in law and principle in determining that a 

complete discharge of the Restraint Order was an appropriate remedy 

for discharging an obligation under the Mutual Legal Assistance 

Treaty between the Government of the United States of America and 

the Government of the Commonwealth of The Bahamas (“MLAT”) 

when there was no evidence led by the Respondents that the funds in 

their accounts were legitimate funds. Further that the Learned Judge 

failed to consider that her Written Ruling would completely dissipate 

the funds. 

3. That the Learned Justice failed to distinguish the evidence adduced 

in the domestic police criminal proceedings and the MLAT application 

and thus failed to properly consider how to exercise her discretion in 

the MLAT matter. That in the circumstances, the Learned Judge was 

wrong to base her Written Ruling on issues and facts that were related 

to the domestic police criminal proceedings and were not related to the 

application made pursuant to the MLAT.  

4. That the Learned Judge erred in determining that the MLAT 

Application before the Supreme Court was an abuse of process. 

5. The Learned Judge erred when she said at paragraph 19 that “In my 

view the nexus sought to be established against named parties between the 

fraudulent funds in the Boeing scheme from Sun Trust Bank and the CWI 

Account at RBC was tenuous at best...” That the Learned Judge erred 

in her finding as this statement is fundamentally incorrect as the onus 

is not on the Appellant to establish a nexus to a particular individual(s) 

to obtain a lawful restraint of the accounts. That the Learned Judge 
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failed to consider or did not properly consider that there was a clearly 

established nexus, showing the subject funds moving from the Sun 

Trust Account located in Atlanta, Georgia, which was opened 

November 10, 2015 to the RBC Royal Bank Accounts located at Cable 

Beach, New Providence , The Bahamas, between December 14 th, 2015 

to January 26th 2016, which accounts were in the name of CWI 

International and Celebrating Women International.  

6. That the Learned Judge erred when she opined at paragraph 17 of 

her Written Ruling that “They knew that a fraud had allegedly occurred 

but not by whom”. The fact that an incorrect identity was stated does 

not obviate the fraud. Further, the Learned Judge failed to appreciate 

that “the identity of the fraudster” was a separate issue. The Learned 

Judge ought to have only been concerned with the defrauded funds, the 

subject of the MLAT Request. 

7. That the Learned Judge also erred in determining that the Attorney-

General’s application under the MLAT process was a fishing 

expedition, as the Requesting State provided bank statements in the 

name of Celebrating Women International, in whose bank account 

Boeing’s funds were deposited, albeit the identity of the beneficial 

owner was illusive. The Learned Judge also erred in not taking into 

account that the application before the Court was for investigative 

purposes.  

8. That the Learned Judge erred in granting constitutional relief as she 

was functus from the issuance of the Oral Ruling. Furthermore, the 

constitutional breaches found ought not to have been attributed to the 

MLAT application but more properly determined to have arisen from 

the domestic criminal proceedings, if at all”. 

2. The appeal in this matter was set for hearing on the 3 May 2021 however, on 16 March 2021 

the Third and Fourth Respondents filed a Notice of preliminary objection on the following 

basis:  

(1) That the Appellant has not sought nor obtained any leave to appeal 

any of the costs orders or any of the interlocutory orders made in the 

Honourable Supreme Court but have purported to appeal an order for 

costs and interlocutory orders in these proceedings in spite of section 

11(e) and (f) of the Court of Appeal Act, Chapter 52; 

(2) That the Appellant has in contumacious breach of the Order of the 

Honourable Supreme Court failed to lodge with the Registrar of the 

Supreme Court numerous chattels removed from the respective 

premises of the Third and Fourth Respondents and each of them; That 

the Appellant has contumaciously failed to pay the costs ordered by the 
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Honourable Supreme Court on the 27th day of November, 2019 and 

filed 11th December, 2019. (Not in the Record of Appeal, nor the Order 

dated the 23rd October, 2019 filed 28th October, 2019).” 

3. The notice further indicated that the aforesaid Respondents would be raising allegations of the 

Appellant’s non-disclosure during the ex-parte hearing for the application to add the 4th 

Respondent as a party to the Appeal. 

4. The Appellant as well as the Third and Fourth Respondents filed affidavits in support of their 

positons however nothing much turns on those in the resolution of this application. 

5. The issues for determination in this application have been laid out in a helpfully clear manner 

in the Appellant’s written submissions as follows: 

“(1) That the Appellant has not sought nor obtained any leave to appeal 

any of the costs orders or any of the interlocutory orders made in the 

Honorable Supreme Court but have purported to appeal an order for 

costs and interlocutory orders in these proceedings in spite of section 

11(e) and (f) of the Court of Appeal Act, Chapter 52;  

(2) That the Appellant has in contumacious breach of the Order of the 

Honorable Supreme Court failed to lodge with the Registrar of the 

Supreme Court numerous chattels removed from the respective 

premises of the Third and Fourth Respondents and each of them; that 

the Appellant has contumaciously failed to pay the costs ordered by the 

Honorable Supreme Court on the 27 th day of November, 2019 and filed 

11th day of December, 2019. (Not in the Record of Appeal, nor the 

Order dated the 23rd day of October, 2019 filed the 28th day of October, 

2019;  

(3) the Fourth Respondent having been belatedly joined as a party 

hereto without disclosure of the prejudice these proceedings have had 

and continue to have  upon the Fourth Respondent, namely the 

Appellant has conceded in the Court below that each of the First, 

Second and Fourth Respondents are innocent of any wrong doing and 

no wrong doing relevant to these proceedings has been alleged against 

the Third Respondent;  

(4) The beneficial owners and sole directors and officers of the Fourth 

Respondent and the Fourth Respondent itself are the victims of a free 

standing injunction affecting funds held by Monique Gomez in her 

client account.  

(5) the Appellants instructions from Kenneth J. Harris expressly 

indicated that the alleged account at the Sun Trust Bank had been 

closed on the 23rd day of January, 2015 that is to say almost 12 months 
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prior to the alleged offence between the 11 th day of December, 2015 and 

the 9th day of January, 2016;  

(6) Therefore no nexus between the alleged offence and the funds held 

by Monique Gomez for the account of the Fourth Respondent, and this 

was not drawn to the Honorable Court of Appeal’s attention in the ex 

parte application for the joinder of the Fourth Respondent.” 

6. I will deal with these issues in the order set out above beginning with the issue of the appeal 

against the Order for costs. 

THE ORDER FOR COSTS 

7. During the course of submissions it was clarified that the only order for costs which the 

appellant seeks to challenge is the order for costs granted in favor of the Third and Fourth 

Respondents in their successful constitutional application. Counsel for the Appellant 

contended that that order was a final order and not an interlocutory order and therefore the 

Appellant was not required to apply to the Supreme Court for leave to appeal that cost order.  

Mr. Gomez QC, was content to accept this clarification and took the view that if the appeal 

was thus confined he had no objection to the appeal proceeding on that basis. 

THE INTERLOCUTORY ORDER 

8. The second issue related to the order made by the trial judge awarding reasonable legal 

expenses and ordinary living expenses out of the funds which were the subject of the restraint 

Order. The Appellant seeks to argue that the Learned Judge erred in law by taking into 

consideration issues that ought not to have been applied when considering the awarding of 

reasonable legal expenses and ordinary living expenses. Further, the Learned Judge failed to 

satisfy herself with any documentary evidence that would substantiate that these were actual 

costs and or legitimate expenses. 

9. Mr. Gomez contended that the said order was an interlocutory order and that pursuant to  

section 11 (e) and (f) of the Court of Appeal Act, Chapter 52 the Appellant was required to 

obtain the leave of the Court to pursue any appeal therefrom. He further submitted that even if 

he was wrong in his view that the order was interlocutory that ground of appeal could not 

proceed as if it was a final order the time for appealing had expired and the Appellant would 

require an order granting an extension of time.  The problem for the Appellant he argued is 

that no application has been made for the same. 

10. It is now well established that the appropriate test in order to distinguish whether an order is 

an interlocutory order or a final order was formulated within the “application test” in the case 

of Salaman v Warner and Others [1891] 1 QB 734 wherein the learned judge Lord Eshar, 

MR at page 735 stated as follows:  

“The question must depend on what would be the result of the decision 

of the Divisional Court, assuming it to be given in favour of either of 

the parties. If their decision, whichever way it is given, will, if it stands, 
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finally disposes of the matter in dispute, I think that for the purposes 

of these rules it is final. On the other hand, if their decision, if given in 

one way, will finally dispose of the matter in dispute, but, if given in the 

other, will allow the action to go on, then I think it is not final, but 

interlocutory. That is the rule which I suggested in the case of Standard 

Discount Co. v La Grange and which on the whole I think to be the best 

rule for determining these questions; the rule which will be most easily 

understood and involve the fewest difficulties. Salter Rex & Co. v Ghosh 

[1971] 3 WLR 31 and White v Brunton [1984] QB 570.” 

11. This formulation was cited with approval d by Allen P. in Peace Holdings limited v First 

Caribbean International Bank (Bahamas) Ltd. SCC App No.57 of 2014 where she observed 

that:-  

“Lord Esher’s ‘application test’ is that if the decision whichever way 

it is given will, if it stands, finally dispose of the matter in dispute, it is 

final. If on the other hand the decision if given one way will dispose of 

the matter in dispute, but if given in the other, will allow the action to 

go on, then it is interlocutory.” 

12. This issue however has been put beyond doubt by the Privy Council’s recent decision in 

Junkanoo Estates Limited v UBS (Bahamas) Limited  [2017] UKPC 8  where the Board 

observed that:- 

“It is common ground that for this purpose an order giving summary 

judgment is an interlocutory order. The English rule to this effect was 

stated in White v Brunton [1984] QB 570 and has been applied for 

many years in the Bahamas”.  

13. I accept that the order in dispute was an Interlocutory order for which no leave has been sought 

nor granted. In any event I also accept Mr. Gomez submission that even if it were a final order 

the Appellant would require an extension of time before any such appeal can properly be before 

this Court. In this regard I should note that the Appellant has made no application for leave to 

appeal nor an extension of time. Mr. Serville was content to seek to persuade us that this ground 

of appeal was protected by Rule 24 (6) of the Court of Appeal Rules. That rule is in the 

following terms: 

“(6) The powers of the court in respect of an appeal shall not be 

restricted by reason of any interlocutory order from which there has 

been no appeal”. 

14. Mr. Serville seemed to be of the view that the effect of the provision of the aforesaid rule is to 

remove the requirement to comply with Section 11(e) and (f) of the Court of Appeal Act. This 

view with due respect to Counsel is misguided. Firstly, it ought to be clear that the provisions 

of Rules made under an Act cannot override the mandatory terms of the superior Legislation 
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which restricts certain steps being taken. Secondly, Rule 24 (6) must be properly understood 

by viewing it in its proper context. 

15. Rule 24 of the Court of Appeal Rules is in the following terms: 

“24. (1) In relation to an appeal, the court shall have all the powers 

duties as to amendment and otherwise of the Supreme Court.  

(2) The court shall have full discretionary power to receive further 

evidence upon questions of fact, either by oral examination in 

court, by affidavit, or by deposition taken before an examiner 

or commissioner: 

 Provided that in the case of an appeal from a judgment 

after trial or hearing of any cause or matter upon the merits, no 

such further evidence (other than evidence as to matters which 

have occurred after the date of the trial or hearing) shall be 

admitted except on special grounds. 

(3) The court shall have power to draw inferences of fact and to 

give any judgment and make any order which ought to have 

been given or made, and to make such further or other order as 

the case may require. 

 (4) The powers of the  court under the foregoing provisions of this 

rule may be exercised notwithstanding – 

(a) that no notice of appeal or respondents notice has been 

given in respect of any particular part of the decision of the 

court below or by any particular party to the proceedings 

in that court; or 

(b) that any ground for allowing the appeal or for affirming 

or varying the decision of that court is not specified in such 

a notice, 

and the court may make any order, on such terms as the court 

thinks just, to ensure the determination on the merits of the real 

question in controversy between the parties. 

(5) The court may make such order as to the whole or any part of 

the costs of an appeal as may be just, and may, in special 

circumstances, order that such security shall be given for the 

costs of an appeal as may be just.  

(6) The powers of the court in respect of an appeal shall not be 

restricted by reason of any interlocutory order from which there 

has been no appeal”. [Emphasis added] 
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16. In my view Rule 24 presupposes that there is a valid appeal before the Court and Rule 24 

provides this Court with the power to make orders to ensure the determination of the merits of 

the real question in controversy between the parties. It follows that if an interlocutory order 

has been made by the trial judge which affects the merits of the case this Court may review 

that order, even if it has not been appealed, provided it is necessary to do so in order to properly 

determine the substantive issue between the parties which is the subject of the appeal.  

17. The main issues for determination in the extant appeal is whether it was proper for the trial 

judge to set aside the Restraint Order and to order Compensation for what she found to be a 

breach of the Respondents’ Constitutional rights. The interlocutory order which the Appellant 

seeks to challenge is in a sense a discrete application which cannot affect the merits of the 

substantive appeal. It follows that there is no need for this Court to have regard to that order. 

The Appellant ought to have sought the leave of the trial judge in order to have his complaints 

relative to that order heard by this Court and as he has not done so we agree with Mr. Gomez 

that its inclusion in the Notice of Appeal is improper and it ought to be severed. 

THE ALLEGATIONS OF CONTEMPT 

18. Mr. Gomez submitted that the Appellant has in contumacious breach of the Order of the trial 

Judge failed to lodge with the Registrar of the Supreme Court numerous chattels removed from 

the respective premises of the Third and Fourth Respondents and each of them. Further that 

the Appellant has contumaciously failed to pay the costs which was fixed at $15,000.00 and 

ordered by the Judge on the 27th day of November, 2019 to be paid to the 3rd and 4th 

Respondents. Leading Counsel concludes that as a result of these failures to comply with the 

lawful orders of the Court the Appeal filed by the Appellant should be struck out. 

19. In response Mr. Serville contended firstly, that the Appellant did comply with the Court’s order 

and that the chattels are in the possession of the Registrar of the Supreme Court pursuant to 

the Order of Her Ladyship Justice Thompson pursuant to an application made by Counsel for 

the Respondent. Secondly, in the case of the allegations that the Appellant has failed to pay the 

Third and Fourth Respondent’s costs at the conclusion of the constitutional application of the 

Third and Fourth Respondent Mr. Serville noted that such final order to pay costs are a subject 

of this appeal. 

20. In support of his submission that the Appellant is in contempt of Court by failure to pay comply 

with the said final order to pay costs Mr. Gomez relied on the case of Inverugie Investments 

Ltd. V Hackett (1995)1 WLR 713. Mr. Serville submitted that this case does not advance the 

Respondents’ argument, because that case deals with the Court of Appeal upholding an order 

for costs from the Supreme Court following the final determination of an unsuccessful appeal. 

The instant appeal before this Honorable Court, he says, remains to be determined. 

21. With regard to the allegation that the Appellant has failed to comply with the trial Judge’s 

order to lodge all chattels with the Registrar this was at issue between the parties. We took 

pains at the commencement of the hearing to clarify whether we would be asked to determine 

issues of facts and were assured that this would not be an issue. However, the simple answer 

to this issue is that there is nothing on the record that indicates that the trial Judge made a 
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finding that her order was not complied with. Further, there is nothing from the Registrar 

indicating that she is not in possession of the items ordered to be lodged with her Office. 

22. The Submission by Mr. Serville relative to the failure to pay costs is misguided. Section.12. 

(1) of the Court of Appeal Act provides that:  

“Except so far as the court below or the court may otherwise direct - 

(a) an appeal shall not operate as a stay of execution or of proceedings 

under the decision of the court below;” 

Thus the obligation to pay remains notwithstanding the filing of an appeal. There is however, 

no indication that the Order granting Costs stipulated a time frame within which those Costs 

were to be paid by the Appellant. In my view the 3rd and 4th Respondents are aware through 

their experienced Counsel as to the process available to ensure that the Costs order is given 

effect to. In my view the circumstances of this case does not rise to the point of a finding that 

the Appellant are in contempt so as to require the dismissal of the Appeal. 

THE NON DISCLOSURE ISSUES 

23. These allegations relate to what the 3rd and 4th Respondents submits are matters which were 

not disclosed to this Court during the Appellant’s Application to join the 4th Respondent as a 

Party to the Appeal. These are as follows:- 

“i) That the Appellant has failed to informed this Court of matters 

which continue to prejudice the 4th Respondent namely that as a result 

of the proceedings in the Court below the Royal Bank of Canada (“the 

RBC”) has cancelled 4th Respondent’s bank/customer relationship.  

ii) That in breach of its duty of utmost good faith owed to the Court the 

Appellant has failed to draw the Court’s attention an evidential basis 

for the Court below finding as it did that the Appellant had not 

established a nexus between the 4 th Respondent’s bank accounts and 

the alleged offence being investigated in the United States. i.e. that the 

instructions received indicated that the alleged source account at Sun 

Trust Bank Atlanta had been closed almost one year prior to the alleged 

transfer of funds from that said bank to the account of the 4 th 

Respondent at the  Royal Bank of Canada. 

iii) That the Appellant failed to inform this Court that the only 

objection which was raised by the Appellant to the granting of the relief 

pursuant to Article 28 of the Constitution, 1973 was its argument that 

the trial Judge had become functus officio. 

iv) That the Appellant has failed to give any explanation for its delay in 

seeking the joinder of the 4th Respondent whose funds have been frozen 

for more than a year at its instance.” 
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24. In response to the first allegation of non-disclosure Mr. Serville submitted that the Appellants 

are not privy to the details of any aspect of the relationship between the Respondents and the 

RBC. He further submitted that what the Appellant does know is that immediately after the 

Supreme Court’s ruling to discharge the Restraint the Fourth Respondent withdrew its funds 

from the RBC; the account was closed and the funds deposited into First Caribbean 

International Bank (Bahamas) Ltd. (“CIBC”) into the account of Monique V. A. Gomez & Co. 

That he contended is the extent of the Appellant’s knowledge as far as this issue is concerned.  

25. The Fourth Respondent has provided no details as to the circumstances which led to closure of 

its accounts at RBC nor has it provided any evidence which shows that the Appellant was privy 

to those details. It is trite that a party can only disclose to the Court information of which it has 

knowledge. It follows that there is no merit in this objection. 

26. I will deal with the third and fourth allegation and then return to the second afterwards. The 

allegation that the only objection which was raised by the Appellant to the granting of the relief 

pursuant to Article 28 of the Constitution, 1973 was its argument that the trial Judge had 

become functus officio is to my mind not an issue which affects the viability of the Appeal. 

This Court will on the appeal have to determine whether it was proper for the trial Judge to 

make the Constitutional award. In doing so we are not confined to the submissions raised 

before the Court below. 

27. With regard to the allegation that the Appellant failed to provide an explanation for the delay 

in moving the Joinder application the judgment handed down by this Court on the 10 December 

2020 on the joinder application dealt extensively with that point. Paragraphs 13 to the end of 

the Judgment discussed the issue of delay and its effect on the application and the appeal in 

general. Specifically at paragraph 21 of the judgment the following observation is noted:- 

“21. As submitted by Mr. Serville the proposed 4th Respondent 

Celebrating Women International Limited was a named Applicant in 

the Constitutional proceedings in the Court below and featured 

inextricably in the evidence, the documents, the considerations, and the 

findings in the MLAT proceedings as well. It has also been apparent 

from the beginning of the Appeal before this Court that the Appellant 

intended to challenge that part of the Judgment of the trial Judge. As 

such this issue does not catch the Respondents by surprise. In my view 

Costs would be an adequate compensation for the delay”.  

It follows that this Court was quite alive to the issue of the Appellant’s delay and gave due 

consideration to the same in arriving at its decision. 

28. It is the second allegation of non-disclosure relative to the date of the closure of the account at 

Sun Trust Bank which has exercised our mind.  This was not an issue raised by the Appellant 

during the application for Joinder and on the face of it, it has potentially serious ramifications. 

Mr. Serville contends that it is apparent that there was a typographical error of the date of 

closure of the Suntrust Bank and that this typographical error only became apparent to the 

Applicant when raised by the Respondent in this preliminary objection exercise. He further 
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noted that additionally this point was not taken in the Court below on behalf of the Third 

Respondent presumably because it also only became apparent to the Third and Fourth 

Respondents during this preliminary objection exercise. 

29. Relying on an affidavit of Ashley Sturrup filed the 4th of April, 2018 Mr.  Serville submitted 

that there is  one incident wherein the documents state the closure of SunTrust Bank Account 

as being the 23rd day of January, 2015 when in fact the actual date of closure as evidenced by 

numerous statements and exhibits among the relevant documents comprising the Record of 

this appeal as being January, 2016. He concludes that based on the foregoing it is apparent that 

there was a typographical error of the date of closure of the Sun Trust Bank. 

30. I take it that with regard to the non-disclosure point Mr. Serville’s point is that it was an error 

which the Appellant unfortunately did not discover until after the application for Joinder had 

been made. Firstly, the question of whether it was an error is a matter for determination but 

clearly it was not raised with the trial Judge by either party. Further her judgment does not 

indicate that she gave any consideration of it in arriving at her decision. It is clear however, 

that if it is not in fact an error it goes to the root of the Appellant’s case.  

31. The principles which govern the effect of an applicant’s failure to be full and frank on an ex 

parte application was dealt with by this Court (differently constituted ) in the case of Blue 

Planet Group Limited v William Downie  SCCiv App No.80 of 2018. Beginning at paragraph 

46 the Court observed as follows:- 

“46. Firstly, at paragraph 9 of his Ruling, the learned judge adverted 

to the Brink’s-Mat principles noting, quite correctly, that there is 

considerable authority governing the legal effect of an applicant’s 

failure to be full and frank on an ex parte application. He viewed the 

Brink’s-Mat principles (summarized in the oft-cited dicta of Ralph 

Gibson LJ) as the appropriate starting point and extracted them in full.  

For convenience, we reproduce them below: 

“In considering whether there has been relevant non-disclosure 

and what consequence the court should attach to any failure to 

comply with the duty to make full and frank disclosure, the 

principles relevant to the issues in these appeals appear to me to 

include the following:  

(i) The duty of the applicant is to make 'a full and fair 

disclosure of all the material facts': see R v Kensington 

Income Tax Comrs, ex p Princess Edmond de Polignac 

[1917] 1 KB 486 at 514 per Scrutton LJ; 

(ii)  The material facts are those which it is material for the 

judge to know in dealing with the application as made; 

materiality is to be decided by the court and not by the 

assessment of the applicant or his legal advisers: see the 

Kensington Income Tax Comrs case [1917] 1 KB 486 at 
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504 per Lord Cozens-Hardy MR, citing Dalglish v Jarvie 

(1850) 2 Mac & G 231 at 238, 42 ER 89 at 92, and 

Thermax Ltd v Schott Industrial Glass Ltd [1981] FSR 289 

at 295 per BrowneWilkinson J.  

(iii)  The applicant must make proper inquiries before 

making the application: see Bank Mellat v Nikpour [1985] 

FSR 87. The duty of disclosure therefore applies not only 

to material facts known to the applicant but also to any 

additional facts which he would have known if he had 

made such inquiries. 

(iv)   The extent of the inquiries which will be held to be 

proper, and therefore necessary, must depend on all the 

circumstances of the case including: (a) the nature of the 

case which the applicant is making when he makes the 

application; (b) the order for which application is made 

and the probable effect of the order on the defendant: 

see, for example, the examination by Scott J of the 

possible effect of an Anton Piller order in Columbia 

Picture Industries Inc v Robinson [1986] 3 All ER 338, 

[1987] Ch 38; and (c) the degree of legitimate urgency 

and the time available for the making of inquiries: see 

Bank Mellat v Nikpour [1985] FSR 87 at 92– 93 per Slade 

LJ.  

(v)  If material non-disclosure is established the court will be 

'astute to ensure that a plaintiff who obtains … an ex 

parte injunction without full disclosure is deprived of 

any advantage he may have derived by that breach of 

duty … ‘ see Bank Mellat v Nikpour (at 91) per Donaldson 

LJ, citing Warrington LJ in the Kensington Income Tax 

Comrs case. 

(vi) Whether the fact not disclosed is of sufficient materiality 

to justify or require immediate discharge of the order 

without examination of the merits depends on the 

importance of the fact to the issues which were to be 

decided by the judge on the application. The answer to 

the question whether the  non-disclosure was innocent, in 

the sense that the fact was not known to the applicant or 

that its relevance was not perceived, is an important 

consideration but not decisive by reason of the duty on 

the applicant to make all proper inquiries and to give 

careful consideration to the case being presented. 

(vii)  Finally 'it is not for every omission that the injunction 

will be automatically discharged. A locus poenitentiae 
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may sometimes be afforded': see Bank Mellat v Nikpour 

[1985] FSR 87 at 90 per Lord Denning MR. The court 

has a discretion, notwithstanding proof of material non-

disclosure which justifies or requires the immediate 

discharge of the ex parte order, nevertheless to continue 

the order, or to make a new order on terms: '… when the 

whole of the facts, including that of the original non-

disclosure, are before it, [the court] may well grant such 

a second injunction if the original non-disclosure was 

innocent and if an injunction could properly be granted 

even had the facts been disclosed.'(See Lloyds Bowmaker 

Ltd v Britannia Arrow Holdings plc (Lavens, third party) 

[1988] 3 All ER 178 at 183 per Glidewell LJ.)” [Emphasis 

ours] 

32. It is with this background that I now consider this allegation of Non-Disclosure. Firstly, the 

Appellant accepts that there was Non-Disclosure although Counsel sought to couch it as a 

situation where the issue was overlooked. However, having regard to the authorities the most 

that he could realistically be saying was that the Non-Disclosure was innocent. The information 

however was contained within the documents which was in the possession of the Appellant 

and he would have been aware of the facts had he made a careful review of those documents.  

33. The second point is that the information not disclosed to the Court was clearly material to the 

consideration of whether to grant the order of Joinder. As noted above if the date of the closure 

of the account was not an error it goes to the root of the Appellant’s case.   

34. The third and final point is that as noted in Blue Planet ‘the court has a discretion, 

notwithstanding proof of material non-disclosure which justifies or requires the 

immediate discharge of the ex parte order, nevertheless to continue the order, or to make 

a new order on terms: '… when the whole of the facts, including that of the original non-

disclosure, are before it, [the court] may well grant such a second injunction if the original 

non-disclosure was innocent and if an injunction could properly be granted even had the 

facts been disclosed’. 

35. Mr. Serville submitted that when the documents are reviewed as a whole it is noted that there 

is one incident wherein the documents state the closure of SunTrust Bank Account as being 

the 23rd day of January, 2015 when in fact the actual date of closure as evidenced by numerous 

statements and exhibits among the relevant documents comprising the Record of this appeal 

as being January, 2016. He concludes that based on the foregoing it is apparent that there was 

a typographical error of the date of closure of the Sun Trust Bank. 

36. This submission on its face appears to be reasonable however there are two concerns. Firstly, 

in order to determine that a typographical error occurred and to correct the same would require 

the input of the person who prepared the documents. In the circumstances of the present case 

where there are two dates the author of the documents must be the person to signify which is 

the accurate date. The affidavit of Ashley Sturrup does no more than provide her opinion as to 
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which date is correct. Secondly, this issue important as it is was not raised before the trial 

judge. The query is whether it is appropriate for us determine the accurate date which could 

possibly determine the issues in dispute in the appeal on a matter not raised in the Court below. 

Further, the issue does not even appear as a ground of appeal nor in a Respondent’s notice. 

37. It is also a relevant fact that to vacate the joinder order will also have the effect of removing a 

party whose presence is necessary for the proper determination of the appeal. However, this 

must be balanced against the principle that we have a duty to ensure that a party who has been 

guilty of non-disclosure does not benefit from his breach of duty to provide full and frank 

disclosure. 

38. So the question remains if this Court had been made aware of the issue relative to the date of 

the closure of the Account at the Sun Trust Bank would we have made the Order for Joinder 

of the Fourth Respondent? Further would the maintenance of the order be prejudicial to the 

Respondents and inure to the benefit of the Appellant who is the party in default. 

39. There is no doubt in my mind that the Appellant had a duty to disclose the issue relative to the 

date of the closure of the bank account at Sun Trust Bank. This they did not do. This fact is 

exacerbated by the fact that it was not disclosed to the trial Judge during the trial and even 

more fundamentally there is no evidence that it was disclosed to the Court during the 

application for the restraint Order. This is supported by the submission of Mr. Serville that they 

only became aware of it during the hearing of the preliminary objection. 

40. In these circumstances I do not see how this Court can ignore what I consider to be a material 

Non-Disclosure. The material which was not disclosed had the potential to destroy the 

substratum of the Appellant’s application under the Mutual Legal Assistance (Criminal 

Matters) Act. It was incumbent on the Appellant to resolve this issue at the earliest possible 

opportunity. It must be assumed that the Appellant read the documents submitted by the 

requesting State in their entirety before commencing the proceedings. It must also be assumed 

that the officials of the requesting state read the documents before submitting them with their 

request for assistance. As such the failure to recognize the inconsistency in the evidence is 

inexcusable.  

41. There is no basis for this Court to determine the issue as to which date is correct as that was an 

issue which should have been brought to the attention of the trial Judge for her determination. 

It would not be a proper exercise of our discretion to allow the Appellant to introduce further 

evidence on this point as it is clearly not fresh evidence. The information has always been 

available to the Appellant for their use during the application for the restraint Order and the 

trial before the Supreme Court. I accept Mr. Gomez’s submission that it is now too late to 

attempt to cure this non-disclosure. The Appellant must suffer the consequences of what flows 

from the lapse of duty to give full and frank disclosure. 

42. The proper resolution in my view is to set aside the exparte order made granting the Appellant 

leave to join the Fourth Respondent as a party. In the circumstances I am also of the view that 

the Appellant’s appeal against the trial Judge’s order to discharge the Restraint Order is 

necessarily affected by this malady.  Faced with the evidence of the material Non-Disclosure 
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it is difficult to see how this Court could properly come to the conclusion that the restraint 

Order should be reinstituted. 

43. The only aspect of the Appellant’s Notice of Appeal which in my view can survive the 

ramifications of the Appellant’s material non-disclosure is that ground which challenges the 

learned Judge’s grant of constitutional relief to the Third and Fourth Respondents. 

DISPOSITION 

44. I would therefore uphold the preliminary objections of the Fourth Respondents to the extent all 

the orders sought in the Notice of Appeal are to be severed save for the claim that the order 

whereby it was determined that the Appellant had violated Articles 17, 19, 20, 21 and 27 of 

the Constitution of The Bahamas as against Rudolph King and Celebrating Women 

International AND wherein damages for said Constitutional breaches and costs were awarded 

against the Appellant be set aside. 

45. I would want to hear submissions from the parties as to the appropriate order as to the cost of 

this application. 

 

 

 

__________________________________________                                                

The Honourable Mr. Justice Evans , JA  

46. I agree 

 

__________________________________________                                                

The Honourable Mr. Justice Isaacs, JA  

47. I agree also. 

 

__________________________________________                                                

 The Honourable Mr. Justice Jones, JA 
 

 


